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In particular, accumulated experience of developed countries
shows the budget reform is a multi-stage, multi-year and complex
processes accompanied with inevitable change and improve of
specific tools and criteria upon assessing results and expenses. The
empirical studies on fiscal decentralization depend significantly on
the proper measurement of fiscal decentralization index. At the same
time, the effectiveness of the toolkit itself is crucial and rather
difficult to quantitatively identify in crisis [10]. Even the best
practices of countries, on the one hand, have not accumulated
sufficient empirical evidence to identify patterns in assessing the
fiscal reform and the dynamics of socio-economic settings, and on the
other hand, it reveals the successful implementation of budget
reforms in some areas and ‘failures’ in others. All this leads to vital
disparities in the estimates of the benefits from the constant fiscal
reforms.
Apparently, the very case upon obtaining an assessment of the
degree of decentralization can be considered as the first step towards
achieving a more important goal, particularly for assessing the impact
of decentralization on socio-economic development, the growth of the
real sector of the economic situation in the regions, which is the
subject of further research. In our case, the evaluation of overall fiscal
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decentralization influence is actually an objective decision making
with multiple attribute decision making [3; 4; 13].
Obviously, fixed effects objective attribute decision making
differs from the traditional SAW method, as it is supposed to consider
the influence of the other factors on decision outcomes. Here we
check upon a simple additive weighting method (SAW) for fixed
effect multiple attribute decision making that may automatically
determine the weight coefficients among multi-indices in regions and
also helps to avoid the uncertainty and the subjectivity by
references – weighted sum model [6; 7].
The basic SAW method tends to find the sum of the weighted
performance rating for each alternative on all attributes:
rij =

xij
Max(xij )

(1)

The formulas obtain the weights of attributed values:
C1

w = C1+⋯+C7 x 100%

(2),

where rij is the normalized performance rating of alternatives on
attribute Ci Ai; i = 1,2, ..., 24 and j = 1,2, ..., 24. Preference value
alternative (vi):
Vi = ∑nj−1 = 1 wj rij

(3).

Based on the references to Edwards, Newman et al. (1982) the
study suggests a simple way to reach the weights for each criterion to
show the relative value of the decision [2]. To mention, the attributes
are ranked in order of its importance with the highest amount given to
the least important quality. The final weights are normalized to the
sum of the points to one.
Quantitative SAW evaluation methods are based on the matrix
of the objective criteria, describing the compared attributes, statistical
data R = ||rij|| and the criteria weights i_ , i = 1,..., m; j = 1,...,n, where
m is the number of the criteria, n – the amount of the attributes
(alternatives) compared.
For a start, we evaluate the fiscal decentralization attributes of
24 regions according to the statistical data supplied by the National
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Bureau of Statistics of Ukraine (2011-2018), we have the fixedeffects set T = 2011,2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2018}, the
alternative set A = {Vinnitsya, Volyn, …., Chernihiv}, the index set
G = {Gi, G2, · · ·, G7}, where G\ ~ G7 respectively stands for the
fiscal decentralization attributes (ratio): revenue decentralization
(G1), expenditure decentralization (G2), revenue autonomy (G3),
expenditure autonomy (G4), transfers attributes to revenues and
expenditures (G5-G6), and production-revenue indicator (G7). Here
out of 7 evaluation indices, all are the entire benefit-criteria index.
Table 1
Criteria Name for SAW Method
No
1

Criteria Name
G1

Type
Benefit

Weight
Incomplete

Value
1

2

G2

Benefit

Less complete

2

Quite complete
Almost Complete
Complete
More complete
Very complete

3
4
5
6
7

3
4
5
6
7

G3
Benefit
G4
Benefit
G5
Benefit
G6
Benefit
G7
Benefit
Source: own compilation

Next, to evaluate the value of the statistical preference given to
the decision attribute value W = (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 1), and to calculate the
normalization matrix according to the formula below:
 xij 


rij   Maxi xij 





The original data for alternative value was modified by using the
SAW method of fixed effect multiple attribute decision making, and
we obtain the index weighting vector W* (Table 1) T and the time
weighting vector a* in the range of a particular region. Under the
framework of these two criteria, the fiscal decentralization benefit
evaluation values in each region ranking and the final benefit
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estimation values are all tabulated (Table 1/2). The index’s values
reveal the degree of local governments’ control over their revenues
and expenditures, ranging from 1 till 0 (Table 2).
By the same token, many weight determination methods range
from the ranking the criteria, direct evaluation to AHP (Analytic
Hierarchy Process) [1; 5; 8; 9; 12]. Here we apply a direct ranksum method, when each rank is converted to weight. So far, the
weight of each criterion is represented in a 1 to 24 range for the
period 2011-2018. By that, the higher the weight the more critical
the criterion is. So far, the total weight of criteria remains in a range
from 1 to 0 – Table 2 [11, p. 179; 14].
Finally, we obtain the fiscal decentralization index (Z) that
consists of 7 criteria and their subindexes – the weight of each
criterion: decentralization attributes (ratio): G1 – G7; the more
significant value in the benefit-criteria index indicates that the
alternative is the best alternative decision using the SAW method.
For instance, from Table 2, we observe that Rivne, Luhansk, and
Khmelnitsky regions are of about the same fiscal decentralization
levels. But as far as the overall benefit is concerned, the Rivne region
is slightly superior to Luhansk and Khmelnitsky region and ranks
first. So, almost industrial or areas with a high level of population,
urbanization, mostly central or eastern regions have much more
substantial regional advantages such as more developed economics,
more effective public management. Luhansk region ranks 5th in 2018
and 3rd in 2017 despite the hard economic situation and long-lasting
crisis. The same potentially weak commercial basis, backward
technology, and low-level management has Donetsk region and ranks
the last 192nd place in 2012, but in 2018 is 35th. Both Luhansk and
Donetsk regions are expected to be ranked lagging behind as to want
of human, financial capital, backward technical innovation measures,
and the negative influences of other subjective or objective factors.
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As it was stated before, the analysis of financial support of the
regions showed that budget regulation in Ukraine constrains the
socio-economic development of its regions and depends on the
correct measurements [10]. The further implementation of fiscal
decentralization on effective budgeting is a protracted process
accompanied with the inevitable debugging of tools for the ‘new
public management’ and constant consideration of changing
conditions (international, country, regional and sectoral). By so,
presented approach of decision support system using SAW is capable
to display weighting, calculation and criteria in a straightforward
way, which guarantees the testing on various cases to be run quickly
and easily.
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